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1. P -parity odd universe (observations) 

Cosmological observations on the largest scales 
exhibit a solid record of un- expected anomalies 
and alignments, apparently pointing towards a 
large scale violation of statistical isotropy, 
violation of P- and CP- symmetries.

These include a variety of CMB measurements, 
large scale magnetic field  as well as alignments 
of quasar polarization vectors (radio and optical 
measurements).



2. Sky alignments and anomalies from 
distant quasars and CMB (observations)
Significant correlation in the linear polarization 
angles of photons in the optical spectrum over 
huge distances of order of Gpc. The rotation fits 
linearly to redshift at the rate of 0.5 radian/Gpc

CMB: there is a statistically very unlikely 
planarity between quadrupole and octopole, which 
is seen in different releases of the data as well as 
in different statistical analyses.

CMB: There is evidence for an hemispherical 
asymmetry in the power spectrum  

CMB spectrum exhibits an excess (respectively 
lack) of power for P-odd (even) multipoles l<22



Ever increasing correlation lengths:         
1.Galaxies-            on  (1-30) kpc scale                                
2.Cluster of galaxies-  similar strengths have been 
observed over distances reaching Mpc scale.      
3.Fields are not associated with individual galaxies.                                                                         
4. Recent hints on  magnetization (with similar 
intensity) of gigantic superclusters (~1 Mpc)        
5.Evidence for the magnetic field in IGM (~10 Mpc)

High redshifts:              field were present at much 
earlier epoch, z~5 when dynamo mechanism has not  
had enough time to operate.   

Conventional theoretical models (including inverse 
cascade) fail to explain such correlation lengths 
with similar strengths at all scales. 

3.Large scale magnetization of the 
Universe (observations).

B ∼ µG

B ∼ µG



4. Dark Energy as the main source of  
large scale (E&M-related) anomalies.

Several pieces of observations as reviewed above 
tend to indicate that our Universe is not invariant 
under P-parity.

More than that: the observations require a 
mechanism operating on unbelievably large scales 
(Gpc), which generates coherence among disparate 
light signals from diverse sources. 

The main goal of this talk is to argue that all the 
essential ingredients which are required to explain 
these observational puzzles are in fact already 
present in our Dark Energy proposal which is 
entirely rooted in the standard model (SM) of 
particle physics, without any new fields and/or new 
coupling constants.



5. Dark Energy proposal.
DE in this model arises as a deviation from 
Minkowski space-time geometry, in the form of a 
time-dependent vacuum energy shift, similar to the 
Casimir effect, therefore it is proportional to the 
rate of expansion, the Hubble constant H~ 

The energy density in this framework must be 
proportional to H, estimated as                                 

all local interactions and coupling constants   
are fixed in our framework--they are SM 
parameters, and they are the same in a curved 
background and in Minkowski space-time.  New 
elements emerge when the system is promoted to a 
curved/time- dependent background, such that all 
new effects  proportional to   H~

10−33 eV

ρΛ ≈ HΛ3
QCD ∼ (10−3eV)4

10−33 eV



Why does the difference in energy occur in FLRW 
universe in comparison with flat space-time? 
Conventional QFT-subtraction constant-->function 

Formally : The Gupta-Bleuler-like condition 
(similar to QED conditions imposed on unphysical 
photon’s polarizations) can not be maintained 
throughout the whole  space  in  FLRW universe.                   

FLRW universe:

Minkowski space-time: 

The fields                are the Veneziano ghost and its 
partner. We know about them from QCD. This is the 
place where small parameter                         enters   
the system (without any new fields & interactions). 

(φ2 − φ1)
(+)

|Hphys� = 0

(φ2 − φ1)
(+)

|Hphys� ∼ H �= 0

φ1 and φ2

H/ΛQCD ∼ 10−41



Typical wavelengths contributing to the “ghost ”  
fluctuations is                         . This type of matter 
(large wavelengths) is drastically different from 
anything else in the Universe as it does not clump.  

The nature of  small parameter                                
is not a result of  supersymmetry or any other 
extra symmetries imposed on the system (there are 
in fact, none), but it comes about from the 
auxiliary conditions on the physical Hilbert space  
which accommodate the gigantic span of scales.  

              fields are P-odd parity fields (originated 
from the topological density operator in QCD). 
They are not asymptotic states, do not violate 
unitarity, do not mix with photons. However, these 
fields do fluctuate: the “ghost condensate”.              

k ∼ H
−1 ∼ 1010yr

H/ΛQCD ∼ 10−41

φ1 and φ2



6. Fine tuning without ``fine tuning”.

A number of fine tuning issues such as coincidence 
problem, drastic separation of scales, etc may find 
a simple and universal explanation within this 
framework, without new fields, new interactions, 
new symmetries...

For example, vacuum energy  is determined by the 
deviation from Minkowski flat space-time,                    

Why does it happen now?      

∆E = [E(L,H)− E(L = ∞, H = 0)] ∼ HΛ3
QCD ∼ (10−3eV )4

3H2
M

2
PL ∼ ∆E =⇒ τ ∼ H

−1 ∼ M
2
PL

Λ3
QCD

∼ 10 Gyr



7. Interaction  of the DE with light     
Standard triangle anomaly unambiguously fixes 
the interaction between DE fields and 
Electromagnetic field in SM,

In Minkowski space the relevant expectation value 
vanishes- no effects occur due to the constraint: 

However, this constraint can not be globally 
maintained in the entire space in a time-dependent 
background, resulting in the interaction of DE and 
EM fields. This coupling leads to generation of EM 
energy from the -DE fields. It also leads to many 
other effects such as rotation of polarization, etc. 

L(φ2−φ1)γγ =
α

4π
Nc

�
Q2

i

�
η� + φ2 − φ1

fη�

�
Fµν F̃

µν .

�Hphys|(φ2 − φ1)|Hphys� = 0.

Irrelevant for cosmology field



This coupling at the fundamental level does not 
violate P invariance. However, P is  effectively 
broken as long as we are confined to a single 
oscillation of      field with                ~ Gpc scale. 

The same DE-E&M interaction can be written in 
Chern-Simons form 

    -vector can be treated as (almost) constant 
vector on the scales            ~Gpc. The P, CP and  
Lorentz  symmetries are locally violated on this 
scale with effective coupling                         eV.

it leads to some observable effects if it coherently 
builds up for a very long time ~        ~ 10 Gyr.

ϕ λ ∼ H
−1

LCS = −1

2
pµAν F̃

µν , pµ ≡ g∂µϕ , ϕ ∼ (φ1 − φ2)

pµ
λ ∼ H

−1

|pµ| ∼ H ∼ 10−33

H
−1



Magnetic field which will be generated will have a 
typical Fourier mode                        , higher 
frequencies being exponentially suppressed.

Magnetic fields will be generated  at all times, 
even at higher redshifts, though their magnitudes 
will experience a standard          suppression due to 
the expansion of the universe.  There is no need 
for seeds to feed a dynamo with, as the largest 
scales are generated last.

The simplest way to see this  generation of E&M 
field is  to analyze the dispersion relation  in the 
presence of Maxwell and Chern-Simons terms:

k
EM � k � H

1/a2(t)

8. Magnetic field generation on Gpc scale

ω
2 = �k

2 ±
�
p0|�k|− ω|�p| cos θ

�
, unstable modes with ω

2
< 0 are: |�k| ≤ |p0| ∼ H



This leads to the following estimate for the EM 
energy pumped from DE fields: 

The result is a  very reasonable numerical estimate 
without a single fitting parameter:

interaction does not violate P   invariance on the 
fundamental level, similarly to                decay. 
However,  such a violation occurs locally, on large  
correlation  scales               .

The estimated intensity should be treated as 
initially generated  fields. They are the subject for 
further   evolution/dumping  with time (work in 
progress). 

Fields are predicted to be helical, correlated on 
huge Gpc-scales, not isotropical, not homogeneous.  

π0 → 2γ

λk ∼ H
−1

B � α

2π

�
HΛ3

QCD ∼ nG

B
2 � (

α

2π
)2HΛ3

QCD ∼ (
α

2π
)2ρDE , where ρDE ∼ (10−3eV)4



Early universe large scale magnetic fields may 
have a profound impact on the mechanisms of 
structure formation. In fact, the observations 
suggest (see e.g. Kronberg, 1994) that galactic 
systems have evolved in environment  where           .

Impact to the travelling light signals from such 
distance sources as quasars. In fact, it has been 
claimed (see e.g. Hutsemekers, 1998, 2001, 2005) 

that the  polarization vectors are aligned over 
huge regions ~ Gpc. Mean polarization angle 
rotates with redshift at the rate of      per Gpc.    

This fact seems to not be related to the local 
environment we are immersed in. The symmetry of 
the           relation is mirror like:     rotating 
clockwise in NGP, and  counter-clockwise in SGP. 

9. DE-E&M coupling: other applications

B � µG

30◦
β

(β − z) β



Plot from Hutsemekers, 2005. 
Highest values of reading S_i indicate the strongest departure from 
uniform distributions of polarization angle. Redshifts are positive (+) 
for objects located in the North Galactic Pole (NGP) regions and 
minus (-) for SGP regions. Bin size is                                                              ∆r = 0.4h−1Gpc



Plot from Hutsemekers, 2005. 
Quasar polarization angles as a function of co-moving distance. Bin size is     

                               .  Data points           are replicated                                 
to facilitate detection of pattern. 
∆r = 0.6 h−1 Gpc (z,β + 180◦), (z,β + 360◦)(z,β)



In our framework the rotation of polarization is 
determined by the integral being taken along the 
path travelled by the photon

Effect is order of one because of the coherent 
propagation of light. There are no any new small 
parameters involved as long as distance is ~1/H:     

The preferred direction is parametrized by the 
gradient              of DE field in our framework and 
is identified in [Hutsemekers, 2005] as                     .

The mirror like symmetry (rotating clockwise in 
NGP, and  counter-clockwise in SGP) is due to the 
correlation                        when  photon   changes 
its direction while DE- field               stays constant     

β =
1

2
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10. DE-E&M coupling: P- violation in CMB

Rotation effects in quasars serve as our 
“normalization” of DE-E&M coupling 

It should be consistently used in all other 
estimates, e.g. in context of CMB. 

P-odd effects in CMB will be suppressed (in 
comparison with rotation effects in quasars) 
because CMB-photons  travelled z~1100 redshifts 
with different orientations of P-odd domains. 
Therefore, estimations  for P-odd spectra (TB, EB)

P-odd effects are order of one at z~1100 (similar 
to rotation of polarization from quasars), not now.  

�
dxµ �g∂µϕ(z)� ∼

β(z � 1)
√
z1100

∼ β(z � 1)

33
∼ 1◦ ,

|
�
g��ϕ

�
| ∼ H



 Asymmetry of  WMAP  <TT> power spectrum:                                                                                     

Fig. above indicates: there exists power deficit 
(excess) at most even (odd) multipoles as it is 
weighted with                 .

100+ papers on asymmetry with typical titles: “ Is 
the Universe odd?”, “ anomalous parity 
asymmetry...” etc (the plot is from paper by Kim and 
Naselsky, 2010)
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Different types of P odd 
effects in CMB studied from 
<TT> spectra (in contrast 
with <TB>, <EB>) is not a 
subject of suppression  (as 
<TT>  is not sensitive to the 
sign of DE-E&M coupling). 



       Instead of Conclusion
A new paradigm: the “renormalized cosmological 
constant” to be zero in Minkowski vacuum  where 
the Einstein equations are consistently satisfied. 

It defines  our “point of normalization” where 
subtraction is being made. The behaviour of the 
system is unambiguously predicted for any other 
geometry slightly deviated from Minkowski ~H. 

the DE observed in our universe might be  a 
result of mismatch between the vacuum energy 
computed in slowly expanding universe and in 
flat Minkowski space

∆Evac ∼ HΛ3
QCD ∼ (10−3eV )4



A number of fine tuning problems is automatically 
resolved as a result of auxiliary conditions on 
the physical Hilbert space  which accommodate the 
gigantic span of scales without a new symmetry.

Direct consequences of  the DE-E&M coupling:                 
1. large correlation scales of helical magnetic 
field in the universe with the largest scales are 
generated last (consistent with observations of 
magnetic field in IGM, Neronov, Vovk, 2010).                                                               
2. P-odd correlations in CMB  as consequence of P-
odd nature of the DE field.  Current data are 
signalling  on inconsistencies with the standard 
cosmological model (homogeneous & isotropic).                                         
3. Observations of rotations  of the linear 
polarizations from quasars (z~2).          



Testing these ideas  on the lattice (i.e. testing 
the subtraction constant in topological 
susceptibility)                                    . Preliminary 
result: the Casimir like effect is present  for 4d 
QCD (AZ & M. Polikarpov, ITEP).

Local violation of P- symmetry has been observed   
at RHIC (Brookhaven), where P odd domains can 
be experimentally produced/studied (AZ & 
Kharzeev, Brookhaven, Stony Brook).                                                                                                         

∼ 1/L instead of ∼ exp(−L)


